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war capabilities. The raid on the
POW camp, foolish and probably
dangerous for U.S. POW's, was
designed primarily to win the
political approval of those Americans
who are concerned, and rightly so,
for the prisoners.
It appears from news reports and
the intimations of "high officials"
that the real intent of the bombings
was to destroy North Vietnamese
supply buildups and troop
concentrations, not to punitively
assault anti-aircraft positions. The
raid on the POW camps, likewise,
could not have been intended only
to help U.S. prisoners. By attempting
to force the North Vietnamese to
give up their captives, the military
only increased the likelihood that
POW's would be subjected to harsh
treatment (what happened to the
occupants of the "abandoned"
camp?). Subsequent blustering about
holding North Vietnamese leaders
"person ally responsible" for the
prisoner's treatment indicates
officials are now worried about such
retaliation.
The POW camp raid was an
irresponsible, politically motivated
adventure; the bombings, however,
represent a return to one of the most
shameful chapters in the history of
the war.
North Vietnam was pounded

editorial~

Trigger
Happy
War Policy
U.S. air attacks on North Vietnam
last weekend, coupled with military
boasts that a "volunteer" force of
U.S. soldiers condl}.cted a raid on a
POW camp outside Hanoi in an
unsuccessful attempt to retrieve
American prisoners, convincingly
demonstrates the moral bankruptcy
of President Nixon's formula of
"just and honorable" peace.
For Nixon's policies, it is
apparent, are predicated on military
so 1 utions and crass political
objectives. The bombings were a
poorly disguised strategic action
designed to limit North Vietnam's

By JENNIE V. CHAVEZ
As the white women's liberation
movement is becoming stronger
there is another women's movement
that is effecting a change in the
American revolution of the 70's-the
Mexican - American women, las
Chicanas.
In contrast to the white women of
the liberation movement, who
appear to encourage an isolationist
method of acquiring equality with
men, Mexican - American women
want unity with their men. Here I
am not negating the validity of
women's lib (as I am in support of
the majority of their ideas) but am
writing rather of how Chicanas are
relating to the entire movement.
Chicanas discriminated against not
only by the white dominant society
but also by their own men who are
still adhering to the misinterpreted
tradition of machismo, cannot
isolate themselves from their men for
the sinlple reason they must rely on
each other to fight the injustices of a
society which is oppressing the entire
ethnic group.
Chicanas, as has long been the
tradition, were tortilla-malting,
baby-producing, to be touched but
not heard. As the social revolution
for all people's freedoms has
progressed, so Chicanas inevitably
have caught the essence of freedom
in the arr.
Our men, as do all humans, need
support in a cause, need our women
who are now as well educated and as
aware of oppression, if not more so,
as they. The women are now ready
to activate themselves. They can no
longer keep quiet, they begin to
speak up and a new revolution
within a revolution has begun.
The new breed of MexicanAmericans. women will probably be
ridiculed by their men for
attempting the acrobatics of
equality. They may well be
ostracized by La Familia for being a
sell-out to the "white ideas" of late

,,

mercilessly and incessantly for three
years by U.S. bombers in a callous
effort to bring that country to its
knees and crawling to the negotiating
table. The bombing didn't work; if
anything it only solidified North
Vietnam's determination to reunite
Vietnam. Finally recognized as a
tactical error and a major cause of
the widespread revulsion against the
war, the bombings were halted two
years ago.
Since then the United States has
insisted. upon the right to conduct
reconnaissance flights escorted by
armed aircraft over North Vietnam's
airspace. The North Vietnamese,
understandably enough, view such
flights as intrusions on their
territory. About a dozen of the
aircraft have been shot down.
It seems unlikely that any nation
would allow a small squadron of
such planes to fly unheeded and
unhindered over their land. Yet
when the ·North Vietnamese don't
quietly acquiesce to our intrusions
and have the gall to protect
themselves, we are outraged and
justify a prolonged 200 plane assault
as "protective reaction." The
continuation of espionage flights is a
calculated risk and the occasional
losses that occur because of them
must be seen as the inevitable result
of the Nixon administration's war
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policy.
It appears that despite its rhetoric,
the Nixon administration still thinks
it can win the war militarily. Nixon
is seeking military solutions-even
the same unsuccessful. ones his
predecessor, Lyndon Johnson, tried.
Yet the nation has long since passed
the point where it believed such
solutions were morally and
politically justifiable. The only way
the United States can regain its
political and moral stature now-and
avoid internal catastrophe-is. to get
out of the war immediately.
The Minnesota
Daily
,,:

Rules Committee Defeats
Consumer Protection Law
'..

'
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marriage, not wanting children and
desiring a vocation other than
tortilla-making-, but I believe that
these women, as all women, will be
the vanguard for world change.
I, speaking only for myself, feel
that our women are capable of doing
both-being individuals with our own
interests and bearing children to
retain the good characteristics of an
idea of La Familia. We have long
endured the sufferings given us by
the dominant white society and the
outlashes of our men for their
frustration in this capitalistic society
which suppresses and oppressed
them, that I now firmly believe, we,
the Mexican - American women, are
stronger and better prepared to
accept the challenge of a liberationwithin - a • liberation movement.
Our men have been very reluctant
in giving up their machismo because
it has been the only ego-support
they've had for being human beings
in a society which dehumanizes and
mechanizes men, but I sincerely
believe they will soon fully
comprehend the meaning of
carnalismo (brotherhood) in the
feminine gender as well.
The reincarnation of Adelitas and
Valentinas occurring throughout the
Southwest leave our men no choice
but to listen to the heroines of the
past, revived-lest we all perish,
together alone, in our struggle to
change this racist society. !Que viva
la causa, que es feminina!
'\.

Letters:
War and Peace
To the Editor:
Fisher's recent letter on the
Palestinian refugee problem contains
a number of distortions and factual
errors. Jewish settlement in Palestine
predated the Arab migration there
by over a thousand years and
thereafter both peoples lived
alongside each other. Israel did not
prevent the emergence of a separate
Arab state in Palestine. In fact in its
acceptance of the U.N. Partition
Resolution of 1947 it recognized the
establishment of such a state.
The refugee problem arose out of
war-a war of aggression commenced
by thtil Arab states in 1948 to achieve
the expulsion of the Jewish
population and the total possession
of the land. It has not been settled
because of the unremitting hostility

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
House Rules Committee killed
legislation creating an
independent federal agency for
consumer protection Wednesday,
one day after it was
overwhelmingly approved by the
Senate.
By refusing on a 7-7 tie vote to
clear the bill for House action, the
Rules Committee in effect killed
it, and the chances it might be
revived this late in Congress were
considered slim.
The measure, ere a ting an
agency that would represent
consumers before federal
departments and the courts and
establishing a council of consumer
advisers reporting directly to the
President, was approved 7 4 to 4
by the Senate on Tuesday. But it
was firmly opposed by Rep.
William M. Colmer, D-Miss.,
chairman of the Rules Committee.
The independent agency
provided under the bill would also
be empowered to refer consumer
complaints about business actions,
publish information useful to
consumers, provide financial and
technical support to state, local
and private consumer
organizations and conduct
economy surveys and research but not product testing unless
authorized by Congress.
The Rules Committee acted
after day-long hearings at which
the bill's sponsors hailed it as the
most important domestic
!rgislation to come before the
91st Congress. Opponents assailed
it as adding an additional
bureaucratic layer to the many
1a ws already approved for
consumer protection.

The tie vote by which the
15-member committee rejected a
motion to clear the bill to the
House pointed up the absence of a
key member, Rep. Richard
Bolling, D·Mo. Had he been
present, he no doubt would have
voted for the bill and thus tipped
the balance in its favor.
Rep. Benjamin S. Rosenthal,
D-N.Y., principal, sponsor of a
House version of the bill, termed
the committee action "a
desecration of the legislative
process." He criticized Mrs.
Virginia Knauer, President
Nixon's consumer adviser, for
failing to try to rescue the
measure.
"She should resign forthwith,''
Rosenthal said in a statement.
An old controversy s.urrounds
the committee's role in the
conduct of House affairs. It
generally acts as an arm of the
House leadership, ·and its
occasional refusal to follow
leadership recommendations on
major issues has prompted several
committee.
Speaker John W. McCormack
had said shortly before the vote
that he had done all hi!' could to
get the bill cleared and was hoping
it would be approved.
Rosenthal said that anticipating
a close vote, his office had
reached Bolling by telephone
Tuesday night on St. Barthelmy
Island in the West Indies. Bolling
was advised that Motorola, Inc.,
which had testified in support of

the bill, was prepared to fly him
back to Washington in a company
jet. Bolling said it would be
impossible for him to make it,
Rosenthal said.

and the threat to Jewish life which
has existed since then.
Presenting the problem as though
all that is required for a settlement
with the Palestinians is Israel's
recognition of them is a distortion.
The problem was, and remains, not
the non-recognition of Palestinian
rights, but the non-recognition of the
Jewish right to a national existence.
War created the problem and
peace alone can solve it, but peace
can only come when thyleaders of
the Arab world consider the state of
their own people-illiteracy, poverty
and infant death rate-as more
important than the cause of killing
Israelis.
Gunther E. Rothenberg

Fanatical Destruction
To the Editor:
To certain members of militant
women's lib:
People, as long as your group and
other belligerent groups like yours
continues to demonstrate the kind of
fanatical destruction shown in the
defacement of the Adams' mural,
you will never gain my sympathy
and the sympathy of others like me.
Senseless acts can only drive us
further frotn wanting to know about
and sympathizing with your cause.
At this, you have succeeded
admirably.
Larry Rogers

Photo by Chuok Feil

Nature's View
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The Lobo, in its continuing
coverage of the ecology crisis,
went to Mother Earth, the victim
of overpopulation, pollution, and
resources abuses. This is her
opinion.

Photo by Chuck Fcil

New Senators

I

The ASUNM Senate met last night for the first time since
elections Nov. 18, filling 12 seats out of a total 20.

Lihn Requests Code of Conduct
Senate Elects Sam Johnson President Pro Tern
Senate Vice President Frank Lihn opened
the year's second Senate session with a call
for a Senate code of conduct and strong
criticism of Senate's lack of responsiveness.
Sen. Sam Johnson was elected president
pro tempore of Senate, the first black
student to hold the position.
Senators Jeff Taylor. David Loy and
Kerry Sullivan were appointed chairmen of
the Senate presidential appointments,
finance and steering committees
respectively.
Lihn criticized Senate for a lack of
"receptiveness to 'the desires of its
constituents" and added it was thyduty of
the Senate to bear the brunt of the
communication failure. He asked for the use
of survey research and student referendums
"on great, important issues" as a means of
keeping in touch with the desires of
students.
Lihn proposed a code of conduct for the
legislative and judicial branches of ASUNM
to discourage "conflicts of interest and
disruptive beb~vior. '' J:~ ~ududed a provision
for removal of senators not fulfilling their
responsibilities.
In reference to gallery participation in
Senate meetings he said amendments "to
severely limit" gallery debate should be
written. In outlining his arguments for the
use of such amendments, Lihn noted
"ultimately the Senate has to decide an
issue, not the gallery."
One of the primary organizatonal points
Lihn emphasized to the incoming Senate was
the importance of committee work "to avert
confusion."
Any major changes in legislation should
be made in committee, not on the Senate
floor." In addition, he called for an updated
committee system which would discourage
members of the gallery directly affected by
legislation frotn defending bills on the floor.
In stressing the responsibility Senate must
assume Lihn called for an emphasis on
several academic programs that ASUNM is
studying, such as the institution of a
credit-no credit system, removal of "F"
grade, library, reform and university
governance.
He added he thougt the general thrust of
ASUNM "has been away from rah-rah
frivolities towards meaningful programs with
the community and within itself" in the area

of allocation of funds. He also called for
increased student representation on
University - wide committees.
Lihn termed the bicameral legislature
suggestion "unwieldy." A system based on
organizational or departmental
representation ''would effectively
disenfranchise RO percent of the student
body," Lihn said.
He called on Senate to consider revising
the ASUNM Constitution with an emphasis
on "clearing up many inconsistencies that
presently exist, and increasing student
representation."
Senate last night approved the
appointment of Doug Nance and Bob
Steinberg to the Regent's Hearing Panel,
which takes over a student disciplinary case
if Student Standards Committee is unable to
hear it. Twelve students are appointed, and
two are drawn by lot to hear a case. The
back-up hearing panel was set up by the
Regents this August.
In an attempt to clarify his position as
presiding officer of the Senate, Lihn said, "I
am well aware of the criticism leveled at me
concerning my conduct in Seante meeting"
but said only one of the "concerned parties"
had spoken to him directly. Lihn had been
criticized by some Senators for alleged
suppression of debate.
"I would like to hire a paid
parliamentarian to be seated at the table
next to me, to rule on most procedural
matters, Lihn said.
However, when Senate approved the
by-laws under which they will operate, they
approved an amendment to the section on a
parliamentarian that stipulates Seante would
nominate and approve a parliamentarian.
He said it was his "function to help
'clean-up' legislation and inform Senators
objectively as to possible questions or
problems that may arise, or as to the best
way to pursue passage, or defeat of any
proposal.
In closing Lihn said, "I would prefer to
hear, first hand, any objection or criticism
you may have dealing with my conduct."
In other business last night, Senate
concurred with the appointment of Tony
Templeton as chairman of Cultural
Committee. His appointment must also be
concurred with by the GSA Council.

Two Shot Near Hippie Commune

NY Professors Claim Academic Freedom Nonexistent
By NEAL ZOREN
Reprinted from
the Temple News
The amount of academic
freedom which exists on
American campuses is a question
which has been growing ever since
the university became a hotbed of
political activity.
An untenured instructor at
West Chester State College
(WCSC) was· fired; some of ·his
colleagues believe he was fired for
political reasons. This issue could
lead to the censuring of WCSC by
the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP).
Both Stephen Parker, associate
professor of English, and Frank
Fox, professor of history, say
there is no such thing as academic
freedom at WCSC, which is

known for its conservatism. Both
men are members of the Ad Hoc
Committee of Concerned Faculty
(AHCF), formed last winter after
Michael Kay was given a terminal
contract for what the
administration called
"unsatisfactory services."
AHCF maintains that Kay was
dismissed for participating in a
demonstration three years ago at
Alfred University in Alfred, N.Y.,
an action objected to by the
WCSC Board of Trustees.
Probationary Contracts
Since the committee was
formed, most of its members have
either received terminal or
probationary contracts or have
been denied promotions, Parker
claims. "There is absolutely no
academic freedom at WCSC, if

you considered that all those who
show any desire for academic
freedom get fired," he said. Parker
has been given a terminal contract
and has lost $540 in salary
increments.
Albert Filano, WCSC vice
preside:1t for academic affairs,
said the question of academic
freedom does not enter into the
Kay case. "According to accepted
university policies and procedures,
Kay appealed in February to the
special committee on faculty
professional status, an elected
faculty committee, His appeal was
denied," he said.
Department Level
There was no attempt to punish
AHCF members either, Filano
said, adding that "all tenure and
increment decisions are made on
the departmental level and are
based strictly on performance.
These people have the right to
appeal the decision."
Fox said no action was taken
against AHCF at first but soon
steps were taken, pressure was
applied and finally the
ad ministration pulled all stops
out. "In this case,"' he said,
"Re-evaluation is a euphemism for
being fired." Fox has received a
probationary contract.
Members of the AHCF and
students like Bob McLaughlin,
president of the Intracollegiate

Governmental Association (IGA),
and Matt Custer, editor of Quad
Angles (the WCSC paper), indicate
they think most of the problems
started last September when Paul,
W. Rossey became president;
replacing Earl Sykes.
Dirty Work
"Sykes interposed himself
between the faculty and the
Board of Trustees," Parker said,
"while Rossey is a willing tool of
the board, performing their dirty
work with gusto."
Fox said, "Rossey never heard
of Kay and had not even met him
when the decision to dismiss him
was made. While Sykes was still
president, Kay was grilled by
powerful board members. Kay
was not fired until Rossey
assumed power.
WCSC, because of the
controversy over Kay's dismissal
and other alleged violations of
academic freedom, is currently
being investigated by the AAUP
which will study the situation.
In a preliminary report, in one
of their quarterly journals, AAUP
will make suggestions to both
sides as to how the problem can
be relieved,
Two Alternatives
If the report recommends the
reinstatement of Kay, as AHCF
thinks it will, the administration
will have two alternatives-either

Lecture in Portuguese
Slated for Monday Night

New Mexico Book Company

89 Wiorock Center

StereoSonic

'!98-1828

Massaud Moises of th'e
University of Sao Paulo, Brazil,
.:will present a lecture, "0
N eo·Realismo em Portugal,"
Monday (Dec. 7) at 8 p.m. in the
International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas NE.
The lecture will be in a

Presently, he is a visiting professor
at Vanderbilt University.
He is a well-known historian
and critic of Luso-Brazilian
letters. Among his publications
are "A Literature Portuguesa," "A
N ovela de Vacalaria no
Quinhentismo Portugues," "0

Portuguese

Sim boHsmo,"

which

Spanish

speakers will understand, A part
of UNM's Aspectos de Ia Cultura
Hispanica series, the lecture is
open to the pUblic without
charge.
Moises has taught in the United
States at the University of
Wisconsin and Indiana University.

Equipment

"A

Cdacao

Literaria," "Pequeno Dicionario
da Literatura Brasileira,"
"Bibliografia da Literatura
Portuguesa," "A Patologia Social
de Abel Botelho," "Antologia
Poetica de Carlos Drummond de
Andrade," and "Fernando Pessoa.
Aspectos de sua Problematica."

Arrest Order Issued for U.S. Grant

follow AAUP's suggestions or be
censured, in which case WCSC will
be the first college to have this
happen twice.
The school was censured during
the administration of Charles
Swope, from 1939-59, the longest
period for any college. Swope's
son, is now chairman of the Board
of Trustees.
When a school is censured,
Custer said, its name is put on a
public black list and AAUP claims
its administration is unfit to work
for. This, he added, could affect
the number of quality teachers
and graduate programs.
Censured School
Although working at a censured
school does not look good on
records, Parker said only 25
percent of the faculty will leave if
WCSC is censured. It is not only
that jobs are hard to find, he said,
but the school has a non-academic
faculty most of whom are not
career oriented and do nothing in
their own fields.
Parker said there is no time
element involved in censure. Once
accepted, a school cannot be
taken off the list without meeting
AAUP.
''The administration and
board," Parker said, "may even
want to accept censure because
they could get rid of whomever
they wanted.
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~itnesses to the
p~hce Grant had

sh.ooting told
been arguing
With the two men earli~r. State
Police and Bernalillo and Sandoval
County Sheriffs' Departments set
up roadblocks immediately after
the shooting was reported.
State Police said Grant was
reportedly headed North, possibly
toward Taos. Grant was believed
to be driving a station wagon.
Police theorized Grant and the
two men had argued at a water
hole east of the commune, Police
said shots were then fired.
Copeland was shot twice in the
side and once in the face. Ornas
was shot in the back and face
while apparently running down a
trail.
Police reported an expended
cartridge from a . 32 calibre rifle
was found near the scene of the
killings. A rifle, allegedly
borrowed by Grant, was reported
to have been found by the law
officers.

An ambulance driver at the
scene described the bodies as
being badly "mutilated" and said
he thought they had been shot at
close range.
Sandoval County Sheriffs
Department reported one of the
two men killed, Copeland, and
another commune resident, Terry
D. Hardin, 23, were charged by
Grant in a signed complaint with
criminal trespass and petty
larceny earlier the same day.
Hardin lived with Copeland at
the commune in a house near
Grant's home. Police reported
Hardin, who had argued with
Grant before the shooting,
witnessed the killings.

Courses in Self Defense
Karate-Judo
Try Our GRINDERS • Fine
lta[JaR SaHdWICh~S
IliD Harvard 5 .E.
243-6369
•,•,-

'

Men-Women-Cltildren
3126 Central SE
265-5885
9 AM-10 PM
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NATO Outlines Defense Plan
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Trend~ Shop .

BRUSSELS (UP!)- The
United States and its Atlantic
allies agreed Wednesday on a
defense blueprint for the 1970s
calling for continued stationing of
strong United States forces in
Europe and an increased defense
effort by the Europeans
themselves.
Defense ministers of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) member countries, at the
end of a daylong meeting here,
adopted a sweeping strategy plan
for the coming decade.
A NATO announcement said
the United States and Canada
welcomed the program and
reaffirmed their intention to
maintain their forces in Europe

" at substantially their current
levels."
The United States has about
aoo·;oOO

men

In

Europe

and

Canada about 5000.
U.S. Defense Secretary Melvin
R. Laird told the ministers "a new
spirit has evolved here in NATO
for the decade 1970 on the part
of the European allies in
recognizing the need to improve
the conventional deterrent in

NATO. I am heartened by this
recognition, this movement
towards a more proper sharing of
th-e mfUtary burden .. '!

U.S. officials said the Nixon
administration will have no choice
but to recommend and strongly
urge a substantial increase in U.S.
defense spending for 1972 to help
pay for maintaining NATO's
combat readiness in view of the
sharply increased Soviet threat.

PORTRAITS
The Appreciated Christmas Gift

Christmas Special

Invites you to take advantage of its
PRE-CHRISTMAS-CLOSE OUT SALE

New Tape Deck

Mini 8 $69.95
Speal{ers, installation, and
five tapes of your choice
$75.00
Regularly $129.95

Receivers

•Scott 386 136 w AM/FM 349.95 Now 299.95
Scott 344c 170w FM 379.95 Now 339.95
'Fisher 500 180w AM/FM Auto Tune 449.95 Now 399.95
Fisher 400 150w AM/FM 349.95 Now 329.95
•Concord Sto 150 150w AM/FM 419,95 Now 359,95
•Concord Sto-30B 30w AM/FM 139.95 Now 99.50
Concord Sta·35w/30w AM/FM 159.95 Now 119.50
Concord F-600 35w AM/FM with cassette 249.95 Now 199.50
Tape Recorders
•Ampex 1467/AutoRevwith Speak Was 449.00 Now 389.00
• Ampex 2100 UltraRev with Speak 499.00 Now 429.00
Concord MKIV AutoRev Deck Was 319.50 Now 299.50
Concord 1500 Stereo Deck Was 139.95 Now 119.50
3M Quad Recorder whpeakers Wos 599.95 Now 529.00
3M 6150 Stereo Center Was 410.00 Now 339.00
• Norelco 450A Cassette Deck Was 139.95 Now 99.95
Crown Car Cassette Was 99.95 Now 49.95
Pr.... Recorded Ta es
S·Track & Cassettes Were 6.98 Now 3.98
Used Equipment
• Miracord 620 w/bose, dust cover, & cartridge 109.00 Was 160.00 New
KLH Dolby Recorder was 249.00 New/Now 189.00
Scott Compact w/Garrard changer 229.00 Now/was 329.00 New
• Pioneer Receiver w/Stereo Pre-amp, was 439.00 new Now 159.00
Bogen amp. 100 w I Was 189.00 new, yours far 109.00

D.

435 San Mateo NE
256-7241
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

296-0311

Complete recording, repair and installation facilities. Thousands of tapes
to choose from. Listen before you buy!

Special Christmas Packap;es in
Natural Color

l-8x10

2-5x7

$M.20

l-8xl0

6 wallets

2-5x7

l-5x7

6-:lx5
12 wallets

BankAmericard/Master Charge
2-i~x5

SAlE LIMITED TO IN·STOCK SUPPLY ONLY
Stop by and see the retailer who knows the
most about electronic equipment

$2fUl5

6 wallets

NEW MEXICO LOBO

~

c.
' ..
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MAKE HIM A STAR
A. Glycine pocket watch. Hunting case,
17-jewels. Gold-filled, $50. Gold filled watch
chain, $10.B. Gold filled knife, $7.50.
C. Alligator tie bar, $6. D. Wrap around
cuff links, $12.50. E. Key chain, $7.50.
We're in Show Business.
Open a charge account.

MinDlin

Jewelers Since 1919

UNM PHOTO SERVICE
1820 Las Lomas N. E.
277-5734

We are open slx days a week
9:00 AM to 7:00 PM Fridays 'til 9:00
5003 Menaul NE
BankAmericard financing availab!e
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Compiled from Lobo Sources
Hippie commune leader Ulysses
S. Grant, who campaigned on a
white horse as an independent
write-in candidate for governor,
was charged Wednesday with
murder in the double slaying of
two commune residents.
Grant was being sought in
connection with the fatal shooting
of Robert Copeland, 27, and
Joseph Ornas, 4 7, whose bodies
were found Tuesday near Grant's
commune home. Grant, his wife,
Helen, and their child were
missing. A warrant charging Grarit
with first-degree murder was
issued by Sandoval County
Magistrate Joe P, Martinez.
Earlier Wednesday, police said
they recovered a rifle believed to
be the weapon used in the killings.
Sandoval County Sheriff
Emiliano Montoya said Grant had
borrowed the . 3 2-caliber
Winchester from its owner
Placitas farmer Bill Dooley:
Tuesday afternoon.
Dooley said he found the
weapon leaning against his home
Wednesday morning after Grant
had borrowed it. He said Grant
had used the rifle many times in
the past.
Grant became a well-known
figure on the UNM campus with
his numerous visits during the past
year. He gave spontaneous
speeches and group discussions
and attempted in some discussions
to gain support for his commune
near Placitas.

314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque

Student
Accounts Invited
Downtown Mon .-Sat.~ 9:30-5:30
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'Orientals Smart Enough Not to Use it'

World

Military Pot Smoking Increases
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Use of
marijuana among U.S. servicemen
in Vietnam, estimated at half the
troops a year ago, probably has
increased because of added leisure
time and an easier, cheaper supply
of the drug, Defense Department
officials testified Wednesday.
One of them, Fra.nk A.
Bartimo, stressed that while
marijuana smoking is on the rise
in Vietnam, much of it is
experimental rather than habitual.
Vice Adm. William P. Mac_k,
deputy assistant defense secretary
for manpower and reserve affairs,
said that while a marijuana
smoker is "incapacitated for
military duty for a period of 12 to
36 hours," the Pentagon has no
evidence that a plane has crashed
or that a military mission had ever
failed because of drug use.
Mack and Bartimo, assistant
general counsel for manpower and
reserve affairs, testified before a
House Armed Services
subcommittee investigating drug
use in the armed forces.
At a similar hearing before a
Senate subcommittee, Morris D.
Stanton, an Army Medical Corps
captain stationed at Fort Meade,
Md., reported that 50,1 percent of
994 enlisted men surveyed on
their departure from vietnam a
year ago said they had smoked
marijuana during their tours of
duty there. Of the total, he said,
31.4 percent said they had used
marijuana before they went to
Voetnam.
The survey, taken at Cam Ranh
Bay in South Vietnam, indicated

FUN

that 7.5 percent of troops
entering Vietnam had used
marijuana more than 200 times,
and were thus considered habitual
users. Stanton found that 17.7
percent of those surveyed who
were leaving Vietnam were in the
same category.
Mack said the 50 percent figure
is "probably somewhat higher"
presently because more American
troops have moved to rear areas
where they have greater leisure
time. Also, he said, "the supply of
marijuana is far easier and cheaper
than a year ago."
Bartimo said a significantly
large percentage of the 50 percent
could be characterized as
experimenters. Stanton told the
Senate subcommittee that "heavy
and habituated users" a year ago
amounted to 29.6 percent in the
survey.
As for the Americans' South
Vietnamese allies, Mack reported
there was no proof marijuana was
used among the military. "South
Vietnamese, Chinese and many
other orientals are smart enough
not to use it," he said.
Maj. Kenneth Eric Nelson, chief
psychiatrist at Letterman Hospital
in San Francisco who was
questioned by Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., said he
believed alcohol, marijuana and
other drugs "Were used mostly
after battle rather than during
combat.

A1nendment
Fails to Get
7}3' s Majority

FUN

OKIE'S

An amendment to abolish
Student Affairs Committee, which
was voted on by ASUNM students

lOc BEER

News
By United Press International

Nixon Outraged Over Incident
WASHINGTON-President Nixon considers "outrageous" the Coast
Guard's ref'Usal to grant asylum to a Soviet sailor off the Massachusetts
coast last week and will take steps to make sure it doesn't happen again,
the White House said Wednesday.
Nixon made his feelings known before receiving a full confidential
report of the defector incident from the State Department and the
Transportation Department, which has jurisdiction over the Coast·
Guard.
The White House said initial reports to the President showed that
"procedures followed were inadequate and the action taken inadequate
and the judgments used were bad."
Nixon "felt this whole matter is outrageous," said Press Secretary
Ronald Ziegler, both because the Lithuanian seaman was refused
political asylum and because it was several days before the President
learned of the incident.
The seaman, identified only as Simas, boarded the Coast Guard
Cutter Vigilant off Martha's Vineyard Nov. 23 while it was alongside a
Soviet fishing vessel in territorial waters for a conference on flounder
fishing in the western mid-Atlantic.
Preliminary reports said the seaman's plea for asylum was rejected
after the captain of the Soviet vessel charged he had stolen $2000
rubles in cash, and the sailor was beaten and dragged back to his ship.

Suit Filed Agaii1st Lt. Calley
FT. BENNING, Ga.-A Hong Kong attorney disclosed Wednesday he
had filed a $400-million suit against 1st Lt. William L. Calley Jr. and
the United States government on behalf of 59 survivors of the alleged
My Lai massacre.
The disclosure by Paul Narkin came shortly after military judge Col.
Reid W. Kennedy closed the Calley court-martial to all newsmen and
spectators when a witness took the stand and refused to answer any
questions relating to My Lai.
Narkin, who filed his suit .i:u l},.S,..Di&tricl Court in nearby Columbus,
Ga., said he would bring another action Thursday to delay the trial of
Calley for 10 days, giving him an opportunity to bring witnesses here
from Vietnam.
Calley is charged with the premeditated murder of 102 South
Vietnamese civilians March 16, 1968, the day his platoon conducted a
search · and - destroy sweep through the village of My Lai.

in the Nov. 18 elections, did not
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All SENIORS
Interested In Becoming A
Candidate For A Masters of
Business Administration
(No Undergraduate Degree In
Business Necessary)

/

Although the proposed
amendment to the ASUNM
Constitution received a majority
of affirmative votes-1351 to
1187-it fell short of the
two-thirds vote required by the
ASUNM Constitution in ordl!l.' for
an amendment to pass.
Student Affairs Committee
voted to abolish itself last spring.
Business formerly handled by the
committee is now handled by
other committees or persons.

Law Interview
Law Professor Karl Warden of
Vanderbilt University will
interview students interested in
attending Vanderbilt's law school
Friday, Dec. 4. He will b~
available at the School of Law and
is particularly interested in talking
to juniors, seniors and graduate
students.

$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Plasma Donora Needed 1
BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1807 Central N.E.
Tucs.-Sat. 8-S

A Meeting Will Be Held For

BOSTON-The American Medical Association (AMA) closed its
second convention of the year Wednesday by reaffirming its new and
liberal attitude toward doctor - performed abortions and its opposition
to any check on medical fees and services not under doctor control.
Anti-abortion doctors had hoped to reverse the liberal policy the
AMA adopted in Chicago in June, but the ruling house of delegates
rejected their moral arguments in reaffirming its Chicago action.
This policy, in effect, applies to abortion only the ethical restrictions
which govern any other medical procedures, making abortion a private
matter between the woman and her physician.
But it ordered the AMA to seek disciplinary action against doctors in
stat.es where abortions are legal, particularly New York, who solicit
patients from doctors in states where abortions are illegal. Under
longstanding medical ethics, the solicitation of patients for any medical
service is prohibited.

Basques Claim Kidnapping Consul
~AN SEBA~TIAN, Spain-Militant Basque separatists Wednesday

cla1mcd they k1dnapped West German consul Eugen Beihl and said his
fate d~pended on the outcome of a trial of 16 Basques on charges
stemmmg from the murder of a Franco regime secret police chief.
An army col!rt martial of the 16 accused Basque nationalists is
scheduled to begm Thursday in Burgos, 150 miles north of Madrid.

At The School Of Business and
Administration Sciences (Room 124)
•
•
•
•
Page 4

Topics
MBA Employment Opportunities
New Internship Program
Admission Procedure and Requirements
The MBA Program

it right, but he sure knows how to
play it right) are the putstanding
cuts.
"IN THE WAKE OF
POSEIDON"- King Crimson
(Atlantic/SD 8266). I will admit I
don't think this is as good as
their previous (first) album, "In
The Court of the Crimson King,"
but only slightly so and mostly
because it's merely more of the
same. And more of the same
means mind-boggUng, apocalyptic
jazz/rock (I know what I just said
about fusion labels, but in this
case it's unavoidable) played
incredibly to perfection.
Like the first album, it goes

from cloud-gentle to end • ofthe - world · explosive. The
production is magnificent, which
makes even more frustrating the
fact that the surface noise on
every copy I got was almost
unbearable; I tried four copies
before giving up.
The first album saw a five man
group sounding like at least a
dozen musicians; incredibly, King
Crimson is now two men, with
some session men brought in for
"Poseidon." Both albums are
unique from everything else being
done now, but I hope they can
move into new areas next time
around.
Charles Andrews

Eric Burdon Finds Right Com·bo
from their debut album was the
single "Spill The Wine"- heard it
so many times on AM radio it
made me sick.
Their second album was
released just a few days ago. It's a
double album titled "The Black
Man's Burdon" and it's a real gas.
I've heard just a few of the cuts
but it really surprised and
impressed me.
Burdon has always sung black
music ; now that he has
so.trouridcd

Eric Burdon and War will be at
the Civic Auditorium next Friday,
Dec. 11, 8 p.m. Burdon is one of
the old timers of rock-his first
group, the Animals, was the
second or third to gain
prominence in this country after
the Beatles opened things up. The
first three Animal albums are
classics, still possibly the best
white blues ever done. Then
organist Alan Price left the group,
and subsequent Animals never had
the same feel for the blues.
Burdon has tried many
directions, gone through about 20
backup musicians, been pretty
much a failure compared to the
early days. Now he has a group
called War, made up of seven
black musicians. All I ever hP.ard

himsolf with

black

Considering that the Doors
cancelled almost before anyone
knew they were coming, and even
Grad Funk finked, this looks like
the only opportunity to see some
live entertainment in the burg for
quite a spell. If that second album
is any indication, Burdon's really
getting down to it again.
I'm trying to set up an
interview with Burdon; Michael
Blake's interview with John Kay
will (finally) appear in Tuesday's
Lobo.
Theater in Albuquerque always
seems to come in bunches: UNM's
Rodey Theatre presents "The
Price," an Arthur Miller play,
Wednesday through Sunday, Dec.
9-13; "The Laundry" begins
tonight at the University of
Albuquerque, ends Tuesday, Dec.
8; "Harvey" is at the Albuquerque
Little Theatre Friday through
next Sunday, Dec. 13; Old Town
Studio presents "The Deadly
Game" Dec. 10-13 and 17-·20.
All curtain times are 8 p.m. (or
thereabouts).

If you really want to Bug
her r:his Ch.riscmas . . . . .
Creepy. crawly, critters in sterling
silver by Beaucraft at

jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual"
6

9

MENAUL BLVD.,

N.E.

TELEPHONE

26!!-4480

Eric Burdon
musicians, perhaps he's finally hit
the right combination. Comments
from people I know who have
seen the group perform range
from "Should've been booed off:
the stage" to "Outstanding!"

265-6931

1100 San Mateo N.E.JShop Mon. Wed. Fri. till9

Art Retells Last Decade
''Faculty Artists at UNM1960·70" will open Monday Dec
7.
•
.
Sponsored by Friends of Art,

All Interested Graduating Seniors

Interested in Buddhism

December 10 (Thursday) 4:30 P.M.

acoustic guitar, piano, and Captain Beefheart category. After
tinkling Ray Manzarek-like orgun, '' Ummagumma" I couldn't
and winds up being just as heavy imagine what they could do to
as the rest. If I had to pick top it; after,this one l'm not even
favorite cuts, this week they going to think about it.
would be "Mongrel," "Teachin
''ALONE TOGETHER"Blues," and a great "River Deep, Dave Mason (Blue Thumb/BTS
Mountain High."
19). Worth the price just for the
"ATOM HEART MOTHER"- packaging. The jacket pulls out
Pink Floyd (CapitoliSKAO 382). into three secions, making a
I would need at least a full page to poster more than a yard long. The
do this one justice. I've heard record drops right into a
some people say they don't like it half-pocket on the reverse- no
as well as the group's previous sleeve. But the best part: instead
effort, "Ummagumma," but that's of the same crummy old everyday
akin to saying Michaelangelo's black,it's made of cream-colored
"Moses" wasn't as good as his vinyl with swirls of red, white,
yellow, gray and brown. Sitting in
"David."
the
jacket, it's a real sight; on a
It's more mellow than
turntable
it's absolutely hypnotic.
"Ummagumma;" has been called a
Ever
wonder
why you hear those
fusion of opera and rock. Seems
long
silences
after KUNM disc
everything has to be called some
jocks
play
the
record?
kind of a fusion these days. I
It probably gets played as many
would prefer to call it pure Pink
times
the sight as for the
Floyd, and consider that the sound. for
But
make
no mistake- it's
highest compliment.
a damn good album. "Only You
Pink Floyd continues to stay Know And I Know" really trucks,
years ahead of almost everyone, and "Shouldn't Have Took More
putting them in the Zappa I
Than You Gave" (he may not say

Appearing in Albuquerque Dec. l l

AMA Liberalizes Abortion Policy

pass as earlier reported ..

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

These albums have been out for
a few months, but it would be
absolutely criminal if they didn't
get mentioned. Every one is
outstanding.
"MONGREL"- Bob Seger
System ( Capitoi/SKA0-499).
Heavy, heavy pounding rock,
meant, to be played as loud as
your ears can stand it. Blue
Cheer's "Vincebus Eruptum" and
the MC5's "Kick Out The Jams"
are the only two albums I know
of that kick you in the gut harder
than this one.
They produce an awful lot of
sound for just the guitar I bass I
keyboards I drums lineup. I
assume it's Seger who does the
vocals- he has one of those rare
voices that blows right through
notes and becomes a sustained
scream.
There's not a weak song on the
album, and every one but
"Mongrel Too" starts off with an
explosion and builds from there.
That one starts with soft
hand-clapping, then adds an

&

~-~eternal state of Happiness?

the show will feature the works of
22 present and "18 past faculty
members. In all, over 60 works
will be presented.
The show will feature
sculpture, painting, prints,
jtlwelry, ceramics and
photography. Objective and
non-objective art giving a
retrospective view of the decade
will be featured.

• ':li/

Professor Sadanaga will speak
at 10:30 a.m. on Thurs. Dec. 3
Room 122 Mitchell Hall

Incense
Leather Goods
Taos Moccasins
Beadwork

1100 Shop
Greeting cards send special
holiday wishes to all on your
list. We have a comptete selection of personalized cards
for you to choose from. Remember , . . choose early,
mail early.

Plaza Primorosa
S.E. Corner Old Town Plaza

The SWEATER
to START WITH
Buy now at the

associated
students
boohstore

Comfort and performance, styled to stay
ahead of the crowd ...• 100% Lambswool,
washable, shrink resistant. Sizes 38-46.
Shown in Grenadier Red. Also in Navy, Pacific Blue, Mid Grey, Glen Green, Golden
Guinea, Golden Brown.

British Byford _:.... _________ 16.00

10% Discount with UNM ID
--.---~-
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Recruiting U

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Observatory

Today's campus observatory
open house will again view Saturn,
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Admission is free. Children under
12 should be accompanied by an
adult. Parking for the
observatory, at the south edge of
the golf course, is in the physics
department lot at the corner of
Yale and Lomas.

city spokesmen, and committees
will be formed to work on specific
aspects of trail planning.
The meeting is sponsored by
the New Mexico Horse Council.
Further information is available
from Lowell Martin, Rt. 1, box
676, Albuquerque, 87105, or by
phone at 277-5607 weekdays and
636-2997 evenings.

Trails Meeting

Dames Club
The Dames Club will meet
Thursday, Dec. 3, to view slides of
the Sandia Mountains shown by
Stu Bryan, assistant chairman of
the Wilderness Committee of the
N .M. Mountain Club. The slide
show will be at 7 40 Valencia SE.

All interested persons are
invited to a nutrition seminar at 7
this evening in room 203 of the
basic medical sciences building.
Following an opening panel there
will be an open discussion.

Establishment of a state trail
system will be discussed at an
open meeting at 1 p.m., Saturday,
Dec. 5, at the East Central Branch
of the AI buquerque National
Bank, at the corner of Central and
Washington.
Hiking, bicycling and riding
trails in forest, park and
metropolitan areas will be
included. The status and problems
of trail plans in New Mexico will
be discussed by Federal, state and

Statistics-Math, Statistics, Econ.,

hour begins at 7 p.m. followed by
a buffet dinner and dancing with
music provided by the Don
Lesman orchestra.

Nutrition Seminar

Peace Corps-All majors.
Moore Business Forms-BBA
Thursday, Dec. 10
Peace Corps-AU majors.

Friday, Dec. 4
C o sd e n 0 iI a n d
Chemical
Company-EE, ME, ChE (BS, MS,
PhD).
Thunderbird Graduate School of
International Management-All majors.

Friday, Dec.ll
New Mexico Bureau
Revenue-Acctng.

RATES: 7c per word. 20 word minimwn ( $1.40) per time run, If nd is to
run five or _more consecutive days with
no changes the rntc is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum nwnber of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In
full prior to inscl'tion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
20G, afternoons prcfcrab]y or mnil.

Christmas Ball

"SCROOGE"
A NEW MUSICAL

'f.

'

Classified Advertising
U;NM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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ASUNM Film Committee

December 5·6
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CLA§§KFKED
ADVERTK§KNG
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

be

made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found

3 Services

6. Employment

7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ _ TIMES STARTING _ _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

•

John Cottam, only
league's top skiers.

Dldr:. 12./3
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TYPING SERVICE IDM Electric. Reason·
able Rates. 9809 Salem NE. 296-8349.
12/17
TYPING: TERM papers, theses, etc. Mrs.
Kinkade 898-3400. 11/9.
GHOSTWRITING: Papers, Reports. Total
job-research to final draft. 265-4205
(mornings). 12/7
PRINTING OF ALL kinds, addressing and
mailing. Reasonable rates-255-3892. 12/7

FORSALE

"'H:-:O-:-N::D:-A:--:3:-:0:::5.-::E:-xc-c-=u:-en--:t-c_o_n-:d:-it:-lo-n-.-:-$735::0:--o;
best offer. 255-1026. 12/9
FffiEWOOD: AROMATIC applewood. $35
a cord, $30 you pick up. 877-0687. 2909638. 12/8
CLEVELAND TRUMPET and case. Both
EXCELLENT condition. $80.00. 265·0547.
12/7
USED TV's. $9.95. Color and Black/White.
All repair guaranteed. 2413 4th N.W.
12/7
1951 %. TON PICK-UP TRUCK. 4 speed
gear box - excellent condition. $279.85.
Contact Chuck Feit at Lobo office 2774202 after 5 pm. 12/7
FIRE WOOD: pinon, oak & cedar. Buy it
from a student. Call 242·8170, or 877·
5320, evenings. 12/7
PORTABLE OLYMPIA typewriter in good
condition with carrying case. $30. 2687401, 12/3
NEW DAMAGED COMPONENT SETS
with Garrard changer, amp1Hier and iour
speaker system. $59.95 each. Also used
consoles, solid state with BSR changer
and four speaker systern-$59.95 each.
('l'errns available), UNITED FREIGHT
SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE. 9-3 Mon .•
Fri. Sat. until 6, 11/23
USED TV's-nll styles. $15 up. 441 Wyorn·
ing NE. 255-5087. 12/11
H NEW ZIG ZAG Sewjng Machines with
fuU fnctory guarantee. NntionnJiy ndverti.•e<l brntHI to be solrl for $35 each.
Monthly payments m·ailable. These rna·
C"hinM- may be in~pccted i'l wnrE>housE:> at
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 3020 S1m
Mnteo NI.;. 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat. until G.

EMPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED. Male or female "'"i•tant
teacher UNI\1 Childcnre Co-op. 25 hrs.l
Wt>Ck. J<~xtwricncc \vith nre-!H!hool C'hiJ ..
dren required. 277-251R. 12/3
W Al'fRESS --wanted .._ tw~ --\\-,oc-:1,-s-d:-urin~
Christma..;;. AtmJy: Town Hou~c I1oung-e.
3911 Central NE. Good tips plus salary.
12/7
BABYSI'f'l'ING. Want gl;l l~~~it with h~o
ndornblc rhild1•en morning-11 M-F1•i. MUf~t
ha\'e own transportntimt. 277-5014. 12/7
r;;_..J,r:You RAP ?~C;-;;~<~-";;;;"PJ.~~ ?mediate hrend. Top pny. Cnll 268·23!10.
12/4

i,;.

7)

a freshman, is already rated as one of the

LOST & FOUND

Can be claimed in room 206, Journalism

6)

ENCLOSED$·----

.::"3'::II:::f'1-::('=E7LLANEOPS- -

wANTED: FLOOR tom-torn dr.-u-rn-.-:R:-c<l
SParkle preferred. Cnll Shirley 298-5366.
12/8
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VW KEY with blnek boar on chain found.

5)

TERMS: Payment must

PERSONALS

UN-SWIFT STUDENT needs calculus
tutor. Real challenge. 296-5832. 6-9 p.m.
12/9
WANT TO READ three times faster? Raise
,grades-cut study time. Evelyn Wood
Rending Dynamics.
I DESPERATELY NEED a tutor for Math
241 (probability). About one or two hours
weeldy. Call 266-4451. 12/4
'l'YPING-fast, cxperieneed:-se_r_v:-ic_e-_e:-lc-c·
tric-rensonable. 110 Vassar SE. 266-4906
anytime. 12/8
I NEED AN APARTMENT or house for
second semester. $50-$70. Tom 277-2473.
12/8
::C:::O-::U::P::L-:E:-::W:::I:::T::H::-::P::E:::T::S:-;-hn_v_e_a-:d:-ob:-e-;-in-::::Old
Town. Need either roommatc(s)-1 person rent $45/mo. or trade for cheaper
place near U. Call 243-2706. 12/7
HAVE AN INTERESTING CRAFT?
Need some broad? Contact Rich Miller,
Cntie Angell at Original Works, 105 Mesa
SE. 12/7
NEW YEARS IN MEXICO CITY AND
ACAPULCO. "87Jccial Studcnto Rates."
Leave December 27. Call 344-0545 , •.
243-4866 •.• 344-0931. 12/11
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following day.

2)
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Kirk Felsman heads through the course with his eyes already
several gates ahead.

of

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Monday, Dec. 7
Peace Corps-All majors.

What the dickens
,ave they done to Scrooge?

The New Mexico Faculty
Womens Club Annual Christmas
Ball will be Friday, Dec. 11 in the
Zuni Room of the Ramada Inn,
25 Hotel Circle, N.E. The cocktail

those who make it down Al's.
However your ski bottoms will
definitely be in better condition
than your car bottoms.
Taos Ski Valley has the
reputation for being one of the
most difficult ski areas in the
country. Because of the steepness
of the terrain control skiing is
essential. However this
Thanksgiving you had to have
better control dodging the rocks
and bumps on the road up than

I

majors.

candidates for positions:
Thursday, Dec. 3
Fidelity Union Life Insurance
Company-All majors.

SkiTeam Has Perfect Training Grounds

Senior George Brooks displays the style that makes him one of
the best skiers in the league.

Wednesday, Dec. 9
Social Security Administration-All

visit the placement center to interview

7:30-9:40

occupied. The best snow was on
the upper mountain and probably
will be until later in the season.
It was obvious that many skiers
were out on the slopes for the
first time this season. There was
the normal amount of sore ankles
and muscles as people found the
altitude and Jack of conditioning
taking its toll,
The group of skiers who
showed very little effect to the
altitude or the opening of ski
sirn\lar. Both take a \ong time to you did on the slopes. Snow
season was the UNM ski team.
get doJVn (up); on both you try to
condlt1onJS were not cxcelJent but
A.Cter almost six woeks or dry Jnnd
find the easiest way down (up) they were better than last year at practicing the team traveled to
and you're happy when you get to the same time.
Taos over the vacation to
the end. The major difference is
The majority of slopes were not
participate in a racing clinic
that more people make it up the open but there was enough of a
sponsored by the ski area.
road in better condition than variety to keep every type of skier
This was the first time the ski
team members did not have to
pay for the clinic from their own
pockets. Last Spring the UNM
Athletic Department recognized
the ski team as a varsity sport at
UNM, They were allocated $2000
by the athletic department to
cover expenses for the season.
Part of the money allocated by
the athletic department will be
used to hire a ski coach. During
the clinic the ski team enlisted the
help of Dadou Mayer as their
training coach. Mayer, a ski
instructor at Taos, will be the ski
coach when the team practices at
Taos on the weekends.
At the clinic the members ran
through drills stressing techniques
in slalom and giant slalm, On
Saturday time trials were held to
decide the ten members who will
receive complimentary season
passes. After the four day clinic
the UNM team had been cut to 10
members who would practice
every weekend at Taos. The 10:
David Anderson, Lon Ayers,
George and Larry Brooks, John
Cot tam, Kirk Felsman, Stacy
Gooch, Graig . Russell, and Jeff
and Mark Wilson cmpose the
1970-71 ski team.
Outside of the instructors who
are a permanent fixture at the ski
valley until the season ends, the
UNM ski team Will probably be
the valley's most frequent visitors.
No matter what season it is,
Taos Ski Valley israrely crowded.
Lift lines are small and the slopes
are not crowded. Unfortunately
this probably won't be the case
next year.
When the famous road gets
paved the weekend skiers won't
be afraid that they'll hurt their
Corvettes or get tired on the drive
up. On the other hand, if you're
Newly appointed UNM ski coach Dadou Mayer appears to be. far
going to miss the road you can try
from happy as he scrutinizes his team runs through the gates during
driving down Al's Run-that
the first practice.
hasn't been done yet.
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Recruiters representing the
following companies or agencies will

TONITE! FINAL WEEK

By ANDY GARMEZY
Taos Ski Valley is going to Jose
its most difficult run after this
season. No, Al's Run will remain,
but the eight-mile road from
Arroyo Seco to the ski valley is
going to be paved this spring.
The dirt road known by many
to be as challenging and almost as
famous as Al's Run, has been a
trademark of the ski valley for
many years.
The road and the run are very

Tuesday, Dec. 8
Peace Corps-All majors.
Sun Oil Company-See interview
schedule book.
National Center for Health
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Canadian Diplomats
EScort Kidnappers
To Cuba; Cross Freed
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Letters:
·"Done So Much"
To the Editor:
Dear brother: It has come to my
attention that you were accused of
writing on the wall of the
Zimmerman library. I thought we
taught you better than that. You
were naughty and must not do that
ever againt What was on the wall
wasn't important. What is important
is that you have humiliated us after
we had done so much for you.
A long time ago we took you in,
orphaned, and tried to raise you to
be a good little boy. I suppose you
were too little to remember but you
were even a problem then-so we
decided it best if we gave you your
own room. You were a good child
for awhile and learnecl to play by
yourself. You did wonderful little
cut-outs, made cute signs and had a
grand time exercising your new
responsibilities.
Then, you
ASUNM Vice President Frank
Lihn last night made several remember, you began bringing your
suggestions to Senate which should little friends in to play and wouldn't
not only be considered, but acted listen to us anymore and the trouble
upon. The most important
suggestions were revisions of the
ASUNM Constitution, the institution
of a code of conduct for the
legislative and judicial branches of
ASUNM and the setting up of
procedures for the removal of
senators who do not fulfill their
duties.
The revision of the ASUNM
Constitution would serve two
purposes: 1) There are many
discrepancies and contradictions in
the present constitution, many of
which are the result of amendments
and new laws. Reworking the

editorial

Senate

Should Act

On Proposals

const.H:.ut'lon

'

would

in

no

started all over again.
Then, one day you became too big
,for your room and we had to send
you away to school. We found a
good school for you where you were
taught the right things. But still you
wouldn't learn what you were told.
We've tried so hard to bring you up
right but you just would not listen.
And now the neighbors tell me that
you have been writing on the walls at
school. It's just like you to do
something like that.
Gene Martin

Young 'Adults'
To the Editor:
I wish to bring to the attention of
the student body that rather
malicious (and enormously
distracting) behavior on the part of a
number of the residents of Onate
Hall, specifically, those on the third
floor.
Each evening, various individuals
with no apparent motive, except to
annoy other l'esidents, · spend their

time disengaging the fluorescent
lights from their circuits; throwing
and planting small explosives (cherry
bombs, etc.)-often doing
damage-and screaming (usually in
soprano voices) various "in vogue"
obscenities, which are guaranteed to
prove you are, indeed, a "good
head."
For people who lay claim to adult
status, demand their right to vote,
and otherwise act like mature
individuals, whose opiniQns will be
respected, they do indeed seem to
expend enormous energy in a most
infantile manner.
While I expect that they will
derive enormous satisfaction from
this letter, which is obviously giving
them the attention that they seek, I
shall continue to be amused, after
being antagonized by theil' offenses,
as I see them sporting their official,
10 0 percent "Che Gue vera"
junior-revolutionary patches ($1 and
a cereal boxtop); shades of Captain
Video and his Video Rangers, but,
alas, they're all too young to
remember.
N. Snyder
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By MARK SANCHEZ
Well, the trouble at Okies has
passed for the time being. But what
would happen if the legislature
decides to legalize Sunday liquor
sales?
The trouble may only be
beginning for the rival
establishments, Okie Joe's and the
Church of Christ. Parking on the lot
which has now been smeared with
blood could erupt into one of the
most interesting confrontations
between the good forces and the bad
ones. (The reader is left to decide
which is good and which is bad.)
Okie's, a landmark of the
University area, has been ·around
since before my father was old
enough to drink. The bar was at odds
last week with its neighbor the
Church. of Christ, over the scarcity of
parking spaces--which any patron of
either the bar or the church can
testify.
Seems both congregations had
their big nights on Wednesday, and
the shooting of one Church of Christ
member may have been the result of
the mid-week festivities.
An advertising specialist interested
in the incident told me of the
problem frequenters of
establishments would face if Sunday
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If The
Shoe Fits
liquor sales were approved in the
next seesion of the legislature. He
came up with one of the most
unique s·olutions to the problem I've
ever heard.
"It doesn't look good," he told
me. "There is no telling what either
group is capable of doing if the
Sunday liquor sales become law.
Parking issues as well as attendance
disputes would not only lead to
violence but would be bad for
business."

He said the proposal he had
thought of when the incident was
fresh in his mind would insure an
end to the confrontations such as the
one that had occured on
Thanksgiving-eve. "I suggest Okie's
and the church merge. They cannot
possibly enlarge their respective
parking lots. Stop the fight," he said,
"bury the hatchet, join forces, unite,
become one under God and the state
liqu.or inspector. They won't believe
how much business will improve."
"Just think," he said, "they could
~oin their buildings together and give
1t a new name. Call It Okie's Church
or Christ's Rathskellar. It doesn't
really matter. The publicity will
more than make the place a
household word in every home in
America. Besides." he added "by
being under one roof the two woups
would cancel out the contempt they
hold for each other."
"Services can be changed to fit the
mo~d of the congregation on any
particular day. The only things that
will remain the same would be the
. collection and the pl'ice of beer. We
ca~'t let an operation as unique as
tlus one would be, die because of
lack of money. Just think " he
..hd"
.
'
s1g
e , a beer before
the sermon."
Good God.

'

SCLC Leader Says
Y oungBlackChanging
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impinge on student rights, but would
rather strengthen them on the basis
of a clear, concise, timely document.
2) By reworking the ASUNM
Constitution, ASUNM would reassert
student statements that we are ready
and capable of joining fully in
all-University governance. We would
. . show that we are ready to take
necessary steps in keeping our
student powers, adding to our
effectiveness through revision.
A code of conduct is greatly
needed for the legislative and judicial
branches of ASUNM. A student
Court justice's recent complicity in
the formation of a political group
and his role in endorsing candidates
for the last Senate election is a clear
cut example of conflict of interest.
At present, there are no binding rules
under which any ASUNM official
can be adequately reprimanded or
relieved of duties in such a case.
To maintain the dignity and
integrity of a student government
office, guidelines such as a code of
conduct are necessary.
Another proposal which Senate
should act upon is the institution of
procedures for removal of a senator
who "does not fulfill his
responsibilities, i.e. attending Senate
meetings, standing committees and
executive committee meetings." In
the past Senators have abrogated
responsibilities inherent in election
to Senate. There should be rules
which will insure Senate
effectiveness and under which
senators serve their constituents.
The proposals which Lihn made
last night will not only increase the
effectiveness of student Senate, they
will increase the effectiveness of
every student working through
Senate.
Sarah Laidlaw
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The Rev. Bill Lawson of
Houston (left) explains to Don
Wiley (right), director of The
Baptist Student Union, what the
black theology of middle class and
ghetto black is in comparison to
the white.

~/

The young black has "begun to make a change," Rev. Bill
Lawson, Houston coordinator of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC) told The Lobo yesterday.
Lawson, pastor of the Wheeler Avenue Baptist Church,
also lectured on "The Black Church" in a visit sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union.
"The young black has come back into the ghetto to live,
and brings with him his trade and experience to help the
others who are still there. This signals a change in the young
black from his peer," he said.
"A prime example of this is Cassius Clay (Muhammed Ali)
who came back to the ghetto after his fights to talk to the
young children."
He said the fighter "plays and lives in the ghetto." "Clay
doesn't drive a Cadillac or stay in a fancy apartment while he
is there. He just becomes one of the neighborhood."
Lawson is involved in the "Operation Breadbasket"
project, begun by Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1966.
"This project by SCLC was established to give impetus to
black businessmen to grow and expand in the ghetto. The
project was designed to go after white businessmen who had
large interests and business dealings with the people in the
ghetto." The program was begun in Houston some two years
ago."
In explaining the project, Lawson said businessmen failed
to offer specials to the black, "save and bank in black
banks," and help in the development of the black
neighborhood then "they (the blacks) would boycott or
strike his firm. "
"This policy when it doesn't work leads to riots like Watts
and marches like Washington to gain a better life for the poor
in this country. When it works, it leads to change, even in the
governing structure.
He cited the election of Carl Stokes to the mayoralty of
Cleveland. "People soon find that a man who lives in an area"
becomes recognized as "the 'boss' of that area."

MONTREAL (UPI)-Separatist kidnapers of British
Diplomat James R. Cross released him Thursday and then
boarded a Canadian Air Force plane which took off for Cuba.
Their flight to exile was the only ransom demand met by the
government.
A helicopter ferried the kidnapers, members of the
outlawed Quebec Liberation Front (FLQ), to the airport
from an island in the St. Lawrence River where they had
been taken after agreeing to release Cross to the custody of
the Cuban consul. A government spokesman said two
Canadian diplomats accompanied the kidnapers to Cuba. ,
Cross appeared tired but unharmed after 60 days in
captivity.
"It was the first time I've seen the sun in eight weeks,"
Cross told Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa in a telephone
conversation after he was released.
Earlier in the day, more than 1000 army troops and police
surrounded a house on the north side of Montreal where the
kidnapers were holed up. Residents of the area were
evacuated before Cross and the kidnapers left the house for
the island.
It was believed the kidnapers, tired of being hunted, had
informed police of their whereabouts.
Cross, 49, was kidnaped Oct. 5, five days before the FLQ
terrorists abducted Quebec Labor Minister Pierre Laporte.
Laporte was found strangled to death a week later.
At the time of the kidnapings, the FLQ was demanding
$500,000 in gold bullion, the release of 23 jailed FLQ
separatists, passage to Cuba for them and the kidnapers, and
time on a television network to tell their story.
The government turned down most of the demands and
invoked the War Measures Act, which temporarily suspended
most civil rights throughout Canada, and outlawed the FLQ.
The government promised, as it had almost since the
kidnap crisis began, to give the kidnapers safe passage to
Cuba in return for the life of Cross, the British trade
commissioner.
Cross and two alleged kidnapers- Jacques Lanctot and
Marc Carbonneau - were sped in a police motorcade from
the FLQ hideout house to St. Helen's Island in the St.
Lawrence River.
A helicopter waited to carry Carbonneau and Lanctot to
Montreal international airport where a Canadian Air Force
Yukon stood by to fly them to Cuba.
Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau told the House of
Commons late Thursday that negotiations with the Cubans
for Cross' ultimate l'elease were almost concluded.
"
"I repeat that negotiations are well along for a final
solution to this ghastly nightmare," Trudeau said. He said it
was his infol'mation that a "maximum of seven persons,"
including the wife and child of one man, were at the house
where Cross was held.
He said the government believes none of them had
anything to do with Laporte's death.
Dr. J. L. Brandt later reported Cross had lost 22 pounds
and was suffering from "minor vitamin deficiencies" which
would be "easily con-ectible."
The loss of weight and vitamin deficiencies were blamed
on Cross' diet of starch with no meat or fish during his two
months of captivity.
Otherwise, Brandt said, Cross was in "excellent condition
in all respects." His blood pressure was normal.

Senate Halts Development of Giant SST
Defeat $290 Million Proposal /or Flight Testing
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Friday,
December 4, 1970

WASHINGTON (UPI)- In a
stunning reversal of sentiment, the
Senate voted 52 to 41 Thursday to halt
development of the giant supersonic
transport plane (SST), cornerstone of
the United States' bid to maintain its
superiority in world aviation.
Opponents mounting their most
determined campaign yet succeeded in
gaining approval of a proposal to deny
President Nixon's request for a $290
million installment for development
and flight testing of two SST
prototypes.
The Senate's vote last year to
continue development of the SST was
58 to 22. Thursday's vote did not
preclude the possibility, however, that
funds still might be appropriated for
the 1800 · mile • per - hour craft in the
current fiscal year.
The House already has approved the
$290 million appropriation. The
dispute will now have to be resolved in
a House - Senate conference

committee, which could recommend
total, partial or no financing at alL
The vote crossed party and sectional
lines, as Republicans and Democrats,
Northerns and Southerners voted on
both sides of the issue.
19 senators who voted for continued
development a year ago switched to
opposition this time. The wide margin
was not expected by even the most
hopeful of SST opponents.
Further development of the plane
was opposed by a growing number of
senators who contended its advantages
were outweighed by threatened harm
to the environment and the needs of
other, more urgent domestic problems.
The opponents won despite
concessions, voted Wednesday, that
would have prohibited all commerial
SST to meet new noise control
standards for domestic airports.
Supporters argued that without
interrupted SS'r development, the
United States risked losing a long-held
competitive edge over other countries

in commercial aviation because of
Anglo-French and russian versions of
the supersonic passenger plane now
under construction.
The 19 senators who voted for the
SST last year but voted against it
Thursday included 13 Republicans and
six Democrats.
Sens. William Proxmire, D-Wis.;
Charles Percy, R-Ill. and Marlow W.
Cook, R-Ky., three of the leaders in the
battle against the SST, assured tK~
Senate that withholding the money did
not mean termination of the project.
"This would simply postpone
development until the environmental
questions are answered and private
capital shows a willingness to invest in
the SST," they said in a statement.
Their arguments against the SST
were that the government should not
subsidize commercial aircraft, the costs
are open-ended, the plane represents a
distorted sense of priorities and the
potential impact on the environment is
severe .

